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Abstract 
The first positive zero j~. 1 of the Bessel function j~(x) has the asymptotic expansion 
~0 21/3 2 jv, I = V --~ll/3 Yl/3 + a lv -q~+ .. . ,  
where al = - 2.33811 is the first negative zero of the Airy function Ai(x). Recently, Lorch has conjectured that the sum of 
the first three terms in the expansion gives an upper bound for j,. x, i.e., 
21/3 
2 j~,l < v-- al vl/3+ al 
21/3 
and that similar bounds hold for iv.k, J'v,k, Y~.k and Y'~.k, k = 1, 2 .... .  The objective of this paper is to show that Lorch's 
conjecture is true when v t> 10 for j~,l andj~.2. 
Keywords: Bessel function; Zeros; Inequality; Asymptotic expansion 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that the first positive zero jr ,  1 of the Bessel function Jr(x) has the asymptotic 
expans ion  
~0 21/3 ax vl/3 a2 
jr, 1 '~ Y - -  2-'i7~ -[- -1- "'" 
,-~ v + 1.85576v 1/3 + 1.03315v -1/3 -0 .00397v  -1  + ... (1.1) 
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as v ---, ~ ,  where al = -2.33811 is the first negative zero of the Airy function Ai(x); see [1, p. 371]. 
In his 1968 Ph.D. dissertation [3], Hethcote has shows that 
al - 1/3 (1.2) J~,l =v-~7~vl /3  +~v , 
where 
0.935 ~< ~ ~< 1.105 for v >~ 10. (1.3) 
This estimate is very sharp, in view of the coefficient of v-1/3 in the asymptotic expansion (1.1). 
Recently, Lorch has conjectured (oral communication) that the sum of the first three terms in the 
expansion (1.1) gives an upper bound for j~, 1, i.e., 
~0 21/3 al vl/3 a2 ~i-~, v j~, 1 < v -- ~ + > 0. (1.4) 
This provides a "best possible" upper bound forj~, 1 in 0 < v < ~.  He formulated this and similar 
conjectures during his investigation of some inequalities for j~, 1, which provide lower bounds for 
j~,, when - 1 < v < oo; see [4]. These latter inequalities were needed in the work of Ashbaugh and 
Benguria [2] on bounding ratios of eigenvalues, including a proof of the long-standing 
Payne-P61ya-Weinberger conjecture. In [5] it is shown that (1.4) holds for 0 < v ~< 10. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that the inequality in (1.4) holds also for v i> 10; i.e., Lorch's 
conjecture is true. Our approach is to use asymptotic methods. Like Hethcote [3-1, we first show 
that 
~0 21/3 al vl/3 a2 ~73 , J~, 1 = V -- -~  "~- "-~ fly - 1 (1.5) 
where 
-0.060804 ~< fl ~< -0.000263 for v >i 10. (1.6) 
Since fl is negative, (1.4) follows immediately from (1.5). Our estimate (1.6) is also very sharp, in view 
of the coefficient of v-1 in (1.1). By only a slight modification of our argument, we also have a "best 
possible" upper bound for j~, 2, namely 
j~,2 < v + 3.2446076v 1/3 + 3.15824v -1/a (1.7) 
for v ~> 10. The validity of (1.7) for 0 < v ~< 10 has already been established in [5]. 
2. Uniform expansion of J~(vx) 
It is well known that the Bessel function J~(x) has the uniform asymptotic expansion 
J~(vx)"q~(f){Ai(v2/3()Ii+A~(--~)+A~-~)+v ""1 
• • (2.1) 
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valid when v > 0 and x > 0, where ~ and x are related in a one-to-one manner by the equations 
0 < x ~< 1, (2.2) 
(2.3) 
~={31n l+(1-x : ) l / z -3 (1 -x : ) l /2}  : / 3 , x  
1, 
where 
rp(¢) = l -x2 /  " 
and 
The 
in a 
Ch. 
and 
function E(x) associated with the Airy function: 
E(x) = exp(~x3/2) ,  X > O, 
E(x) = 1, x <~ O; E-I(x) = 1/E(x), 
M(x) = {EE(x)Ai2(x) + e-2(x)BiZ(x)} x/z, 
2= max {rtlxl l /2M:(x)}=l.430... ,  
( -  ~o, oo) 
# = max {nlxl~/ZMZ(x)} = 1 1-8, p. 751]. 
(2.4) 
coefficients As(~) and Bs(~) satisfy a set of recurrence relations and are holomorphic functions 
region containing the real axis. This result is due to Olver, and can be found in [6] and [10, 
11]. Precise bounds for the remainder terms in (2.1) have also been constructed by him; see [7] 
[9]. To formulate them, we first recall from 1-7] the modulus function M(x) and the weight 
( -  oo,O) 
Olver's result then states that 
1 q~(~) {Ai(vZ/3~) Jv(vx) - 1 + 62,+ 1 y1/3 
As(v) 
s=O v2s 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Ai'(v 2/3 ~) " i  I BAy) } 
+ v '*/3 7 + e/,+x(v,O , (2.9) 
s=O 
where 
and 
E(v2/a~) exp  ,o (l lX/2Bo) (2.10) 
[52,+x[ ~< 2eV°/Vv-2"-x~f'-~,oo(l([1/2B,). (2.11) 
In (2.10) and (2.11) we have used ~,b( f )  to denote the total variation of a funct ionf (O on an 
interval (a, b). The following values are computed in [7, p. 9] and [-9, p. 207]: 
{1 11/2Bo(O) = 0.1051, (2.12) 
Vo = 22~l/'-oo,~(l~lX/ZBo) = 0.30. (2.13) 
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For our purpose, it suffices to take n = 1 in (2.9). Thus, 
1 q)(() Ai(v2/3() 1 + 
J,jvx) - 1 + 6-~3 v 1/---T v 2 J 
Ai'(v2/3~) } 
+ v4/3 Bo(v) + e3(v,~) . (2.14) 
Multiplying both sides of (2.14) by (1 - x 2)1/4 and then taking limits as ~ ~ + m (x ~ 0 ÷), it can be 
shown that 
1 x /~v  v + 1/2 
(2.15) 
1+63 1+~ +~v -2 eVF(v+l )  
(This explicit formula for 63 will not be used in the following discussion.) By Taylor's theorem 
Bo(~) Ai"(O) Bg(~) 
Ai v2/3~ + Bo(~))v4/___T_] = Ai(vZ/3~ ) + ai,(vZ/3~)__~27g - -~ 2! vS/3 , (2.16) 
where 0 lies between vZ/3~ and vz/3~ + Bo(~)v -4/3. Since q~(~) does not vanish in ( -~ ,  ~), 
Eq. (2.14) can be written as 
( (1 +q~(~)63)v1/3 J (vx) = Ai v2/3~ + v4/3 ) + e*(v,~), (2.17) 
where 
AI(~) Ai"(O) B2(~) 
e*(v,~) = Ai(v2/3~) vZ 2! v 8/3 + e3(v,~). (2.18) 
To estimate e*(v,~), it is evident from (2.18) that we need bounds for Bo(~), AI(~) and 
~,.~{[~11/2Bl(ff)}; see also (2.10). 
From [-7, p. 9] it is known that [~[1//Bo(~) vanishes at ~ = - ~ and ~ = 0, and that its only local 
extremum in ( -  ~ ,  0) occurs when ~ = -1.00. . .  at which 1~11/2Bo(~) = 0.0109 .... Hence 
0.011 
Bo(~) ~< (_~)1/-----5, ~ ~ ( -  ~,0). (2.19) 
Furthermore, the numerical values of Bo (~) given in [7, Table 2] indicate that Bo (~) is an increasing 
function in ( -  ~ ,  0). This will be confirmed analytically by using an argument analogous to that 
given in [-3, Appendix I]. Thus, 
24/3 
0 < Bo(~) ~< Bo(0) - 140' ~ ~ ( -  oo,0]. (2.20) 
From Table 2 of [7-1, numerical values of AI(~) indicate that A1 (~) is a decreasing function in 
( -  ~ ,  0), and that 
1 
225 - AI(0) ~< AI(~) < 0, ~e( -  ~,0] .  (2.21) 
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This can also be proved analytically, using an analogous argument as in [3, Appendix I]. The exact 
values of Bo(0) and AI(0) in (2.20) and (2.21) are taken from [-7, p. 17]. 
The total variation of I~l 1/z B 1 (~) over the interval ( - m,  m) can be obtained in the same manner 
as that of 1~11/2Bo(~) given in (2.12). The function 1~I~/2B~(~) takes the values 0, 0, -0.0026813 
when ~ -- - oo, 0, m,  respectively; see [7, Table 2]. Numerical calculations show that there are two 
other stationary values, one occurring when ~=-0 .474 . . . ,  at which point I~I~/2B~(~)= 
-0.0006391611, and the other occurring at ~ = 1.847..., at which point 
[ ~ [ 1/2 B 1 (~) = - 0.0040081867. Hence, 
~-  oo, 0o ( I(I x/2 B1 (0 )  = 2 x 0.0006392 + 2 x 0.0040082 - 0.0026813 
= 0.0066135. (2.22) 
Returning to (2.17), we now restrict he argument of the Airy function in (2.17) to an interval on 
the negative axis, say [-b, c] with c < 0; i.e., we consider ( satisfying 
+ Bo(~) 
b <% v2/3~ v---aTg- ~< c, c < 0. (2.23) 
Since Bo(() is positive, by (2.19) we have V2/3~  C "~ 0 and 
Bo(~) 0.011 0.011 
v2/3~ >t b v4/3 >~ b (_~)1/2v4/3 >~ b (_c)X/Zv. 
Thus, v2/3~ ~ [b*,c], where b* is defined by 
0.011 
b* = b (_c)1/2v. (2.24) 
For x < 0, E(x) = 1 by (2.5) and 
1 
M(x) <%/-. (2.25) 
x/, l X[ 1/4 
by (2.8). Hence it follows from (2.10), (2.13) and (2.22) that for ~ satisfying (2.23) we have 
2e °'3°/v 0.00662 0.00747 eO.3O/v. (2.26) 
[ea(v,()l ~< x//-~lv2/3(11/4 v---5-- Ic11/4v------ 5 
Since Iai(x)l ~ M(x) for x < 0 by (2.6), (2.25) gives 
1 
hAi(x)[<x/~[ [/--'x'X/4 if x<0.  (2.27) 
Using this and the identity Ai"(x) = x Ai(x), we obtain 
1013/4 
[Ai"(O)[ <<. ~ if 0 < 0. (2.28) 
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Since 0 in (2.16) lies between v2/3 ~ and v 2/3 ( + Bo (0 v- 4/3, 06 [b*, c] if ff satisfies (2.23), where b* is 
defined as in (2.24). Thus, coupling (2.19) and (2.28) yields 
Ihi "(O) B2o(() 0.011Zlb*l a/4 0.000035 [b*] 3/4 2! v 8/3 <<" 2X//-~(--V2/3 ()V 2 <~ V 2 Icl (2.29) 
Let ak denote the kth negative zero of the Airy function. By the mean-value theorem, 
Ai(v2/3~) = Ai ' (¢)(v2/3( - ak), (2.30)  
where ~ lies between v2/a( and ak. Using the Airy differential equation, it can be proved that 
[Ai'(ak)[ < [Ai' (ak + l )[. (2.31) 
Also from this differential equation, it follows that the extrema of Ai'(x) can occur only at the zeros 
of Ai(x). Coupling this fact with (2.31), we obtain 
[Ai'(x)l < [Zi'(ak)[, a~+l < x < 0, (2.32) 
where a~ denotes the kth negative zero of Ai'(x); see Fig. 10.6 in [1, p. 446]. Define dk as 
dk = max{lb* - akl, Ic -- akl }. (2.33) 
Since v2/a~ ~ [b*,c], we have from (2.30) and (2.32) 
[Zi(v2/a OI <<, IZi'(ak)l 1v2/3( - akl <<, Iai'(ak)l dk, 
provided that b* > a~+l. Hence, if [b*,c] c (a~+l,0) then it follows from (2.21) that 
I ~ IAi'(ak)~ldk (2.34) Ai(v2/3 ( ) A_____~) <~ 225 v 2" 
In [1, p. 478], it is given that 
al = -2.33810741, Ai'(al) = 0.70121082, 
a2 = -4.08794944, Ai'(a2) = -0.80311137, (2.35) 
' ' -4.82009921. a2 = - 3.24819758, a 3 = 
Let ( satisfy (2.23) and define b* as in (2.24). If the closed interval [b*, c] is contained in the open 
interval (a~+ 1,0), then a combination of (2.18), (2.26), (2.29) and (2.34) yields 
l{IAi'(ak)ldk225 0"0000351b*13/41cl 0.00747 } I~*(v, 01 ~<~ + + icll/4--------Te °3°Iv , (2.36) 
where dk is defined by (2.33). 
3. Proof of (1.5)-(1.6) 
To derive the expansion (1.5), we will employ the following result of Hethcote [3, p. 13]. 
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Theorem 1. In the interval [ak -- p, ak + p], where ak is the kth negative zero of Ai(t) and p is small 
enough so that m = minlAi'(t)[ > O, suppose f (t) = Ai(t) + e(t),f (t) is continuous, and E = max te(t)[ 
< min{ lA i (ak -  p)l, lAi(ak + P)I}- Then there exists a zero tk o f f ( t )  in the interval such that 
I tk - ak] <<. E/m. 
We now apply this theorem to (2.17) with 
Bo(O (3.1) t = v2/a ~ + v4/~ 
as the independent variable, 
(1 -k- 03)V 1/3 
f ( t )  - Jv(vx), (3.2) 
and e(t) = e*(v, ~) given by (2.18). For  k = 1, we take p = 0.1 and consider t in the interval [b, c], 
where 
b = al - 0.1 = -2.43810741, c = al + 0.1 = -2.23810741. 
Then, v2/3~ ~ [b*,e] where by (2.24) 
0.011 
b* = b (_c)X/Zv >i -2.43884269 if v ~> 10. (3.3) 
F rom (2.33) we have 
dl = Ib* - aal ~< 0.10073528, 
which together with (2.36) gives 
0.000974 
le(t)l = I~*(v,() l  ~< 2 ~< 9.74 × 10 -6 if v ~> 10. (3.4) 
V 
From [1, p. 478], it is easily seen that 
a2 < b < al < c < al -1.01879297. 
Hence the min imum value of IAi'(x)l on the interval [b,c] most occur at either b or c. Since 
IAi'(b)l = 0.69279634 and IAi'(c)l = 0.6985398, 
we conclude that 
m = minlAi '(x) l  = 0.69279634 > 0 on [b,c]. 
Furthermore,  since 
IAi(b)l = 0.06984232 and IAi(c)l = 0.06985398, 
we have 
M = min{IAi(b)l,  [Ai(c)l} >~ 0.06984231. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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Therefore, on the interval [b, c], (3.4) and (3.6) show that 
E - max[e(t)[ < M if v ~> 10. (3.7) 
By Hethcote's theorem, there exists a zero (x off(v Z~3( + Bo(() v-4/3) such that 
Bo((x) E 
y2/3(X At- V4/-"""" T ax ~< -- m if v t> 10, (3.8) 
where E is defined by (3.7), and m is defined by (3.5); cf. (3.1). Put 
Bo((x) (3.9) V213(X -~- V4/""""" ~-  -- a, + r/x. 
Then, from (3.8), (3.4) and (3.5), 
It/x[ ~<~z i fv /> 10, where 2 = 0.001406. (3.10) 
If we let 
(~ = - -Bo( (x  ) -{- v4/3qx , (3.11) 
then (3.9) gives 
(x = (al + 6v-4/a)v -2/3. (3.12) 
In view of (3.10), 
2 2 
--Bo((x) - ~ ~< 6 ~< --Bo((1 )+ V2/---g. 
Since y2/3(1 -~-Bo( ( I )V -4 /3•  [b,c], V2/3(1 • [b*,c] where b* is defined by (3.3). Consequently, 
(a • [b*/v2/3, O) and 
-0.5254327295 ~< (1 < 0 if v i> 10. (3.13) 
Recall that Bo(() is an increasing function in ( -oo ,  0). Hence 
2 2 
-Bo(0) - v- ~ ~< 6 ~< -Bo(-0.5254327295) + v- ~ if v ~> 10. 
Using the value of 2 given in (3.10) and the values of Bo(0 when ( = 0 and ( = -0.5254327295, we 
obtain 
-0.01830179 ~< 6 ~< -0.01350665 if v i> 10. (3.14) 
Let ((xx) = (1, where x and ( are related in a one-to-one manner by (2.2)-(2.3). Since (1 is a zero 
of f(v 2/3( d- Bo(()v-4/3), from (3.2) it is easily seen that vxx is zero of Jr(x). Recall the Maclaurin 
expansion of x(() given in [10, p. 421]: 
(3 (3.15) 1 x(() = 1 -- 2 -1 /3 (+ 2-2/3( 2 + ~ + .--. 
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With (1 given by (3.12) we have 
xl = x(~l) = 1 - 2-1/3(al + 6v-4/3)v -2/3 + 3 2_2/3(ax + 6V_4/3)2 _4/3 
X"'(O)/ 6V_4/3)3V_ 2,
+~ta l  + 
where ~1 < 0 < 0. Upon simplification, we obtain 
vXl = V -- 2-1/3al  vl/3 -1- ~--~ 2-2/3a~v -1/3 -- 2-1/36v-1 
+i-0 2-2/3(2a16v-4/3 + 62v-8/3)v-1/3 + (al + 6v-4/3)3v -1 (3.16) 
Comparing (3.16) with (1.1), it is evident hat VXl =jr, 1. Hence, we may write 
21/3 
= v -- ~al/3 v 1/3 + a~ -~ + By- 1, L, 1 
where 
/~= _2_1/36 +321/36(2a 1 + 6v_4/3)v_2/3 +~(a l  + 6v-4/3) 3 (3.17) 
and ~1 < 0 < 0. In the Appendix below, it is shown that x"'(~) is a decreasing function in the 
interval (-0.52543273,0). Thus, 
6 
70----0 ~< x"'(O) <~ 0.03474367; (3.18) 
cf. (3.15). The desired result (1.6) now follows from (3.17), (3.18) and (3.14). 
By repeating the above analysis with al replaced by az (see (2.35)), we also obtain the 
corresponding result 
21/3 
a2 vl/3 a~ j~,2 = v - ~ + + r/v -1, (3.19) 
where 
-0.08506508 ~< r/~< -0.481132611 (3.20) 
if v ~> 10. This formula of course implies the inequality in (1.7) for v >/10. By using the argument of 
Hethcote for the asymptotic approximation (1.2) given in [3], it can also be shown that 
j~,2 > v + 3.2446077v 1/3 (3.21) 
for v ~> 10. The validity of (3.21) for 0 < v ~< 10 is established in [5]. 
Appendix 
X {(X 2 - -  1) 3 18(X 2 1)(X 2 q- 1) 
X ' " ( ( )  = 4(__~)3 /2(X  2 __ 1)7/2 - -  - -  
Let x(() be the inverse function of ((x) defned by (2.3). In [-3], Hethcote has shown that x"(~) is 
a nondecreasing function of ( for ~ ~< 0 or x/> 1. Here we are concerned with the function x'"(~). 
The graph of this function is shown in Fig. A.1. We shall show that x'"(~) decreases on the interval 
(-0.526,0). F rom [3, p. 85], we have 
+ 9x//x --5 - l(5x 2 + 3)arcsec x - 9(3x 2 + 1)arcsec 2 x). (A.1) 
It is easily verified that (A.1) can be written as 
(A.2) 
X {(X2 1) 3 + 6(_~)a/2(X z 1)3/2 
X ' " (~)  = 4(__~)3 /2(X  2 __ 1)7/2 - -  
- 4(3x 2 + 1)(-~)3}. 
For convenience, we put 
u=x/%2-1 and w=u-arctanu. (A.3) 
0.045 I I 
0.04 
0.035 
0.03 
0.025 
0.02 
0.015 
0.01 
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O'OOz6 -5  -4  -3  -2  -1 O 
Fig. A.1. Graph of x'"(().  
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Since arcsec x = arctan x /~- ,  we also have w = _~(_()3/2. Thus Eq. (A.2) becomes 
lx{1  9 _9(3xZ+l )  W } (A.4) 
= u + u " 
Note that (A.3) gives w' = u2u'/x 2, uu' = xx', and hence x' = xw'/u. Therefore, by straightforward 
calculation, 
X x w' { w X8(3x2 + l) w2 9(X2x4 +15x2 + X) } 
x<4)(~)- 6 u w 2 1+-~ + u6 - u9 w 3 . 
Since w = 2 ( _  () 3/2 implies w'/w 2 = _ 9 ( _ ( ) -  s/2, the last equation can be written as 
( w18(3x2  + l)wE 9(12x4 +15xZ + l)w 3} 3 x 1+ -~ 
X(4)(~) --  8 ( - -~)  5/2 U ~ U 6 U 9 " 
Replacing x 2 by u 2 + 1, and factoring out the term u-9, we obtain 
3 x 
x~4)(~) = 8(_~)s/2 u lo (u 9 + u6w + (54u 5 + 72u3)w 2 
- (108u 4 + 351u 2 + 252)w3}. (A.5) 
The validity of this formula can also be verified by symbolic calculation. The factor outside the 
curly brackets is obviously positive when ~ < 0. We denote the expression i side the curly brackets 
by G(u), i.e., we define 
G(u) = u 9 + u6w + (54u s + 72u3)w 2 - (108u 4 + 351u 2 + 252)w 3. (A.6) 
From [7, p. 30-1, we find that ( = -0.52664 corresponds to x = 1.47 and u = 1.07745. Thus, to 
show that x"'(~) is decreasing in (-0.526,0), it suffices to establish that G(u)<0 for 
0 < u < 1.07745. We shall do this by subdividing the interval (0,1.1) into three subintervals namely 
(0,0.7), (0.7, 1) and (1, 1.1). 
It is clear that for u >~ 0, 
G(u) <~ u 9 + u6Q + (54u 5 + 72u3)Q 2 - (108u 4 + 351u 2 + 252)P 3, (A.7) 
whenever 
P <~ w <~ Q, P = P(u), Q = Q(u). 
Hence, for appropriate lower and upper bounds P and Q, respectively, if we can show that the 
function 
H(u) ~ u 9 '1- u6Q -F (54u 5 -F 72u3)Q 2 - (108u 4 + 351u 2 + 252)P 3 (A.8) 
is negative for certain positive values of u, then 
G(u) <~ n(u) < 0 (A.9) 
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for the same positive values ofu. To determine upper and lower bounds for w(u) = u - arctan u, we 
consider two Pad6 approximants for arctan u. Recall that a Pad6 approximant of a functionf(x) is 
a rational function of the form 
Rm, n(x ) = ao + alx + "'" + am Xm 
l + bl x + + b.x" ' 
where the coefficients ao, a 1,. . . ,  a,,,, b l, b2, . . . ,  bn are chosen so that the first (m + n + 1) terms of 
the Maclaurin expansion of Rm,,(x) match the first (m + n + 1) terms of the Maclaurin expansion 
off(x). Since, 
arctan u = u - ½u 3 + ½u 5 - -~u 7 + l l g9  - -  + " " ,  
it is easily found that 
7u3 u+~ + u 5 
Rs,4(x) = 
1 +1---~u2 +5u4 
and 
Rs,6(x ) = 
34 u3 1 u5 
15U2 ~1 +2-'~ 1 + ~ + u 4 5 U6 
Lemma A.1. For u >1 0, 
Rs,6(tt) ~< arctan u ~< Rs,4(u). 
Proof. Let p(u) = R5,4(u) - arctan u and q (u) = Rs, 6 (g) - -  arctan u. Straightforward calculation 
gives 
64 __~/10  
3969 
p ' (x )  = 2 
( l+~-~u2+~lU4)  ( l+u  2) 
and 
256 12 - -U  
53361 
q'(x) = 
15uZ u 4 (1 +u 2) 1 +]-~ + -~-~i-U 6 
Hence, p'(u) > 0 and q'(u) < 0 for u > 0, or equivalently, p(u) is increasing and q(u) is decreasing for 
u > 0. Since p(0) = q(0) = 0, we conclude that p(u) >~ 0 and q(u) <~ 0 for u >/0, thus proving the 
lemma. [] 
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Let 
P(u)  = u - Rs ,4 (u )  
Then 
and Q(u) = u - Rs.6(u). (A.IO) 
p(u) = 
23 5 l u3+ u 
1-~-l--~U2q-5U4 
and 
Q(u) = 
~u 3 14 u5 5 u7 
+2-3  
15 2 5u4  5 u6 
1 + 
By the lemma, 
e(u) <~ w(u) <<. Q(u) for u >~ 0, (A.11) 
and (A.7) holds. Let P, and Pa denote, respectively, the numerator and the denominator fP so that 
P = P,,/Pa. Similarly, write Q = Q,/Qa. Then it follows from (A.8) that the function H(u) can be 
written as 
u9p3Q~ + u6p3Q,,Qa + (54u 5 + 72u3)p3Q, 2 - (108u 4 + 351u 2 + 252)p3Q ff
3 2 (A.12) 
Pa Qa 
Since the denominator is obviously positive, (A.9) shows that G(u) < 0 if the numerator in (A.12) is 
negative. Using symbolic alculation (Maple V), it is easily found that the numerator in (A.12) is 
479 189587 6588292 2857672292 
____U  15 _ _  U 17 + U 19 + U 21 
7875 1819125 60031125 6807529575 
3125 10902777686 360165692 + u 23 + u 25 + u 27 
494176221 47652707025 5718324843 
4724404 30135001 3125 u 29 + u 31 + u 33. (A.13) 
+ 551353635 66713789835 494176221 
For convenience, we convert he coefficients to their decimal equivalents. With coefficients carried 
to 10 decimal places, we find that the polynomial in (A.13) becomes 
- 0.0608253968u 15 - 0.1042187865u 17 + 0.1097479349u 19 
+ 0.4197811057u 21 + 0.4403662945u 23 + 0.2287966071u 25 
+ 0.0629844757u 27 + 0.0085687365u 29 + 0.0004517057u 31 
+ 0.0000063545u 3s. (A.14) 
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Let us now round coefficients of the polynomial  in (A.14) to 4 decimal places. Since we are dealing 
strictly with inequalities, we shall round numbers  up and down appropr iate ly  to obtain the weakest 
inequalities. The new polynomial ,  which we define as H*(u), is no smaller than the polynomial  in 
(A.13) for u >~ 0. Thus, with 
H*(u) = - 0.0608u 15 - 0.1042u w + 0.1098u 19 + 0.4198u 21 
+ 0.4404u 23 + 0.2288u 25 + 0.0630U 27 q- 0.0086U 29 
+ O.O005U 31 + O.O001u 33, 
we have 
(A.15) 
G(u) < H*(u)/P3aQ2a for u > 0. (A.16) 
Lemma A.2. The polynomial H*(u)  in (A.15) is negative for 0 < u <<, 0.7. 
Proof.  Note  that H*(0)  = 0. Define h(u) by -10000H*(u)  = u 15 h(u) so that 
h(u) = 608 + 1042u 2 - 1098u 4 - 4198u 6 - 4404u s - 2288u 1° 
_ 630u 12 _ 86u 14_  5u 16 _ ulS. 
It is clear that h'" (u)< 0 for u > 0. Hence, h"(u) is a decreasing function for u > 0. Since 
h"(O) = 2084 and h"(u) ~ - oo as x ~ + oo, h"(u) has one and only one zero on the positive u-axis; 
i.e., h(u) has one and only one inflection point, say at u = a. (Numerical  computat ion  shows that 
a = 0.2868506767.) F rom this, it follows that h'(u) is increasing in 0 < u < a and decreasing for 
u > a. Note  that h'(0) = 0 and h'(u) ~ - oo as x ~ + ~.  Therefore, h'(u) has one and only one zero 
in 0 < u < ~;  i.e., h(u) has one and only one critical point  on the positive u-axis, say u = b. 
(Numerical computat ion  gives b = 0.4399831715.) Since h (0)= 608 > 0 and h(u)~-  ~ as 
u --, + ~,  h(u) is increasing in 0 < u < b and decreasng for u > b, and eventual ly crosses the u-axis 
at u = c. Newton's  method gives c = 0.7039446945. This completes the proof  of the lemma. []  
To prove that the function G(u) in (A.6) is negative for u e [0.7, 1-1, we first make the change of 
variable u = 1 - v so that v e [0,0.3] when u e [0.7, 1]. Le t f (u )  = arctan u. Then 
1 1 1 
f (1  - v) =f (1 )  - - f ' (1 )v  + ~ f " (1 )v  z - ~ f ' " (1 )v  3 + ~ f(4)(1)v" 
5! f(5)(1)v5 + ~ f(6)(1)V6 - -  f(7)(1)v7 + ~. f(s)(O)vS' (A.17) 
where 0 lies between 1 - v and 1. By repeated ifferentiation of arctan u, we have from (A.17) 
f (S ) (u  ) = _ 7 ! (8u  7 - -  56u  5 + 56U 3 - -  8U) 
(1 + 112) 8 
(A.18) 
f(9)(U ) _-- 8!(9u 8 - 84u 6 + 126u # - 36u 2 + 1) 
(1 + u2) 9 
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and 
u 1 1 2 1  1 1 l v71  arctan(1 - v) = ~ ~/) - -  ~ V - -  1)3 .q_ /)5 ..~ /)6 + ] -~ + . f(s)(O)vS" (A.19) 
Since we are concerned with values of/) on the interval [0, 0.3-1, we restrict our attention to values of 
0 between 0.7 and 1. The critical points off<S)(u) occur at the zeros off(9)(u), andf(9)(u) = 0 at the 
roots of 
9u s - 84u 6 -I- 126u 4 - 36u 2 + 1 = 0, (A.20) 
a polynomial  of degree 4 in u z. The roots of (A.20) can be calculated exactly or numerical ly with 
a number  of root-solving algorithms, and we find 
ul,2 = +0.1763269, u3, 4 = ___0.5773502, 
(A.21) 
u5,6 = ___1.1917535, uT, s = +2.7474774. 
Since f(9)(1) > 1, ft9)(u) > 0 in 0.577... < u < 1.191 .... and ftS)(u) is increasing there. Conse- 
quently, for 0 ~ [0.7, 1] 
1 f(s)(0.7) f(s)(0) f(s)(1) 
- -  < -0 .013 < " - -  ~< - -  ~< - -  - 0. (A.22) 
40 8! 8! 8! 
Recall that w(u) = u - arctan u, and define P(v) and Q(v) as 
{ 41  1/)21-21231-0/)51-8/)6 t P(v) = (1 -- v) - - ~ v - ~ - + + + ~2 vv 
=1 rc 14  2v+41v2 + lv3  - 1/ )5 - -48 /36  -- 11----2 1 V7 (A.23) 
and 
Q(v)=l  n 1 lv2  1 - l v5  lv6  - ~  -[-~0 (A.24) 4 2v+4 + va - 1 v7 vS . 
F rom (A.19) and (A.22), it follows that 
/~(v) ~< w(1 - v) = (1 - v) - arctan(1 - v) ~< Q(v), v e [0, 0.3]. (A.25) 
By (A.6), we have 
G(u) = G(1 - v) ~< (1 - v) 9 + (1 - v)6Q + [54(1 - v) 5 + 72(1 - v)a]Q a 
- [108(1 -/))4 + 351(1 -/))2 + 252]p3 (A.26) 
for 0 ~</) ~< 0.3. Mult iplying out the polynomial  on the r ight-hand side of (A.26), rounding 
coefficients up or down appropriately to 5 decimal places, and calling the resulting polynomial  
K*  (v), we get 
G(u) = G(1 - v) <<. K* (v ) ,  (A.27) 
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where  
K * ( v )  = - 
+ 
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0.00959 + 0 .11450v  - 0 .60362v  2 + 1.82018v 3 - 3 .34373v 4
3.49626v s - 1 .05532v 6 - 2 .31204v  7 + 4 .81380v  8
10.24578v 9 + 21 .57470v  1° - 29 .56552v  ix + 24 .08700v  lz  
11.11697v 13 + 2 .44529v 14 - 0 .06455v  15 + 0 .06237v  16 
0 .33637v 17 + 0 .52525v  18 - 0 .44130v  19 + 0 .18838v  2° 
0 .03409v 21 + 0.00056V 22 -k- 0.00046v 2a + 0 .00024v  24 
+ 0 .00008v 25. (A.28) 
We group  the  te rms,  beg inn ing  w i th  the  te rm invo lv ing  v 7, as  fo l lows :  
K*(v) = - 0 .00959 + . . . .  1 .05532v 6 - v7(2 .31204 - 4 .81380v)  
- v 9 (10.24578 - 21.57470v)  - v 11 (29.56552 - 24.08700v)  
- v 13 (11.11697 - 2 .44529v)  - v 15 (0 .06455 - 0 .06237v)  
- v lV(0 .33637 - 0 .52525v)  - v19(0 .44130 - 0 .18838v)  
- v 21 (0 .03409 - 0 .00056v  - 0 .00046v2 _ 0 .00024v  3 _ 0 .00008v4) .  
C lear ly ,  each  po lynomia l  w i th in  the  brackets  a t ta ins  its min ima l  va lue  on  [0 ,0 .3 ]  at  v = 0.3. 
Eva luat ing  each  o f  these  po lynomia ls  at  v = 0.3, we  see that  each  resu l t ing  va lue  is pos i t i ve ,  and  so, 
on  [0 ,0 .3 ] ,  
K*(v)  <~ -- 0.00959 + 0 .11450v  - 0 .60362v 2 + 1.82018v 3
- -  3 .34373v 4 + 3 .49626v 5 - -  1 .05532v 6 - -  0 .86790v  
- 3 .77337v 9 - -  22 .33942v  11 - -  10 .38338v 13 - 0 .04583v  15 
- 0 .17879v  1~ - 0 .38478v  19 - -  0 .03387v  21. (A.29) 
Lemma A.3.  The polynomial K *(v) in (A.28) is negative for  0 <~ v <<. 0.3. 
Proof. Let  
k(v) - -  - 0 .00959 + 0 .11450v  - 0 .60362v  2 + 1.82018v 3
- 3 .34373v 4 + 3.49626v 5 - 1.05532v 6 - 0.86790v 7
_ 3 .77337v 9 _ 22 .33942v  11 
In  v iew o f  (A.27) and  (A.29), it  suf f ices to  show that  k(v) < 0 for  v ~ [-0,0.3]. F i r s t  we  note  that  the  
6 th  der ivat ive  o f  k(v) is negat ive  for  v i> 0. Hence  k~5)(v) is decreas ing  there .  S ince  k~S)(0) > 0 and  
kt5)(v) ~ - ~ as x ~ + ~,  ktS)(v) van ishes  once  and  on ly  once  on  the  pos i t i ve  v-axis .  Le t  as be  the  
zero  o f  k~SJ(v) on 0 < v < ~.  Numer ica l  computat ion  shows  that  as = 0 .2016154628.  Next  observe  
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that ktS)(v) > 0 for 0 < v < as and ktS)(v) < 0 for v > as. Hence, k(4)(v) is increasing from 
kt4)(0) < 0 to k(4)(as) = -23 .276  ... ,  and then decreases. Consequently,  k(4)(v) < 0 and k(3)(v) is 
decreasing. Since k(3)(0) > 0 and kta)(v) ~ - oo as v ~ oo, kt3)(v) vanishes once and only once on 
the positive v-axis, say at v = a 3. By numerical computat ion,  we have a3 = 0.2633588622. F rom 
this, it follows that k(2)(v) increases in 0 < v < a3 and decreases in as < v < oe. Since k(2)(0) < 0 
and k(Z)(a3) = -0 .07411 ..., we conclude that kt2)(v) < 0 and k'(v) is decreasing in 0 < v < oo. 
Now,  k'(0) > 0 and k'(v) ~ - oe as v ~ oo. Therefore k'(v) crosses the positive v-axis once and only 
once, say at v = al .  Numerical  computat ion gives al = 0.3066349513. Consequently,  k(v) is 
increasing in 0 < v < al .  Since k (0)=-0 .00959 < 0 and k (0 .3 )=-0 .000082241,  k(v )< 0 on 
[0,0.3]. []  
Finally, we prove that the function G(u) in (A.6) is negative in [1, 1.1-1. First, we make the change 
of variable u = 1 + z so that z e [0, 0.1] for u ~ [1, 1.1]. Then, we letf(u)  = arctan u so that we have 
from Taylor's theorem 
1 ,,, 3 rc 1 1 z2 "q- ~ f (~)z , arctan(a + z) = ~ + ~ z - 
where ¢ is between 1 and 1 + z. Since 
4!(u 3 - u) 
f('*)(u) - (1 + u2) 4 
is clearly negative for u > 1, f(3)(u) is a decreasing function there. Note  that f ' " (1 )= ½ and 
f ' " (~)  = 0. Hence 
1 1 
0 ~< ~. f ' " (¢)~< ]-~, l~<~<l+z .  
Def ine/5 = P(z) and Q = Q(z) as 
{4  l z2  1 } rt 1 1 2 l z3  /5 (z )= l+z-  +~z-~ + z 3 =l -~+~z+~z - 
and 
{4 1 1} 0(z )=( l+z) -  +gz-- z 2 2, 
so that 
/5(z) <<. w(u) = w(1 + z) = 1 + z - arctan(1 + z) ~< (2(z) 
for z e [0, 0.1]. By (A.6), 
G(u) = G(1 + z) ~< (1 + z) 9 + (1 + z)6(2 + [54(1 + z) s + 72(1 + z)3](~ 2 
- [108(1 + z) 4 + 351(1 + z) 2 + 252]/53. 
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Multiplying out the polynomial  on the r ight-hand side, and rounding coefficients up and down to 
four decimal places, we have 
G(u) <~ g(z) = - 0.0095 - 0.1144z - 0.6036z 2 + 2.7698z 3
+ 25.0391z 4 + 71.6225z 5 + 110.8225z 6 
+ 105.5683z 7 + 63.477z 8 + 21.9241z 9
+ 2.2828z 1° - 1.1093z 11 - 0.3124z 12 + 0.0625z 13 (A.30) 
Lemma A.4. The polynomial g(z) in (A.30) is negative for z e (0,0.1). 
Proof. It is almost obvious that 9'"(z) > 0 in [0,0.1]. To see this, we consider the terms of g(z) of 
order 10 though 12, and note that 
d 3 
t(z) = -d~za {2.2828z 1° - 1.1093z ~ - 0.3124z ~2 } 
= zV{1643.616 - 1098.207z - 412.368z2}. 
It is clear that t(z) is positive for z e (0, 1). Consequently, since all other terms of g'"(z) are positive 
for z > 0, 9 ' " (z )> 0 in (0, 1) and 9"(z) is increasing there. Now, 9"(0)< 0 and 9"(z )~ + ~ as 
z --. + ~.  Therefore, g"(z) crosses the positive z-axis once and only once. Let this zero of 9"(z) be 
denoted by z2. Numerical  computat ion gives z2 = 0.0391888853. Thus, 9'(z) is decreasing in 
0 < z < z2 and increasing in z2 < z < oo. Since 9'(0) < 0 and 9'(z) ~ + oo as z ~ + oo, g'(z) must 
cross the positive z-axis once and only once, say at z = z~. Clearly zl > Zz, and the numerical value 
ofza is z~ = 0.1016012398. As a result, g'(z) is negative and hence 9(z) is decreasing in 0 < z ~< 0.1. 
Since #(0) < 0, we conclude that O(Z) < 0 in [0,0.11. [] 
Recall that u = 1 - v and u = 1 + z. Therefore, by Lemmas A.2-A.4, we have from (A.16), (A.27) 
and (A.30) 
G(u) < 0 for u e [0, 1.1]. (A.31) 
Since 
3 x 
x~4)(~) = 8(_~)5/z ul o G(u) (A.32) 
by (A.5) and (A.6), and since ~ e ( -0.526,0)  for u ~ (0, 1.077), it follows from (A.31) and (A.32) that 
x'"(~) is decreasing for -0 .526 < ~ < 0. 
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